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The fine art of preparing and drinking tea has become a hallmark of Chinese civilization,
handed down through the ages in China by monks and martial artists, doctors and hermits,
emperors and alchemists. In his latest book, Daniel Reid explores Chinese tea in its manifold
varieties, its long and colorful historical development in China, and its refinement as a mainstay
of Chinese culture. He describes the principles that lie at the heart of tea culture in China, the
potent medicinal properties of Chinese tea, and how to cultivate Cha Dao, the Daoist way of
tea, in daily life. A central section of the book explores for the first time the alchemy of Chinese
tea, an esoteric aspect of Chinese tea culture that remains unexplored by modern science but
was known and cultivated in ancient China. Jin Dan, the `golden elixir of life' is the elusive
essence that resides dormant within tea (as in some other plants and minerals) and can be
extracted, activated and transferred to the human system to protect health, prolong life, and
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enhance mental performance. The author looks at how and why this works, and explains the
chemical transformations that take place as well as explaining the energetic transfer that takes
place when tea is prepared by a Master. Illustrated with many photographs, by Christan
Janzen, the book contains detailed descriptions of many Chinese tea varieties, especially the
High Mountain Oolong Tea of Taiwan, which is considered by many to be the pinnacle of
perfection in both the art and alchemy of Chinese tea. The book also contains entertaining tea
anecdotes from the author's 'Tea Tidings' bulletin, and a useful glossary of Chinese tea terms.
Tea lovers, as well as those with an interest in tea culture, the Dao, and Chinese history and
culture, will find this book an absorbing and revelatory read.
???????????????“???????????”?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????
Tea is indispensable in Chinese life, not simply a drink, but a respository of culture,
representing the philosophy, aesthetic views, and way of life of the Chinese people. This book
presents the richness of Chinese tea and tea culture, covering the origin of tea and its history,
methods and customs of drinking tea, and tea-drinking-vessels. It explains the Chinese tea
ceremony in depth and introduces teahouse culture, legends about tea, and the literature and
art closely connected with tea.
Full-color introduction to all facets of tea culture in China, from early history to date.
Tea''s origin story is a mix of folklore, myths and facts. According to the Chinese literature
sources, the tea was accidentally discovered in Shaanxi province (in 2737 BCE) by the
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emperor and father of Chinese medicine, Shen Nong (???). The early use of tea was recorded
in the ancient Bashu (??) area (modern Sichuan Province). As early as the Western Han
Dynasty (??), drinking tea in Bashu had become more common. Tea was often offered as a
tribute to the emperors and imperial families. Although the tea culture existed long before the
Tang Dynasty (??), the tea was consumed in different ways. It wasn''t until the appearance of
the Tea Classic of Lu Yu (??:????) in the Tang Dynasty that the way of drinking tea was
changed. The tea culture further flourished in the Song Dynasty (??). The existing Chinese tea
culture (?????) represents the cultural characteristics formed during the tea drinking activities,
including tea ceremony, tea virtue, tea spirit, tea book, tea set, tea painting, tea science, tea
story, tea arts, and so on. Chinese tea culture combines the thoughts of Chinese
Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism. Basically, China is the home of tea culture. The current
book volume, Chinese Tea Culture, is a Chinese reading practice book. It would introduce you
to the very important concepts of the Chinese tea culture, such as the tea ceremony, drinking
Customs, equipment, etc. The six most famous tea types (??????), such as the Red Tea,
Green Tea, White Tea, etc. are also discussed in detail. As such, all these concepts are very
essential part of life in China. The new volume in the "Introduction to Chinese Culture Series",
includes both the Chinese text (simplified characters) and pinyin. With about 1000 unique
Chinese characters, the volume would be suitable for the beginners, lower intermediate and
advanced level Chinese language learners (HSK 1-6). Overall, the reading series offers you a
variety of elementary level books (Level 1/2/3) to learn Chinese culture as well as practice
Chinese reading fast. Kindle: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B084M6HKDZ Paperback:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B084FXWCGF The book has 16 chapters in the following order:
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Chapter 1: History of Chinese Tea (????????) Chapter 2: Lu Yu (??????) Chapter 3: Chinese
Tea Culture (?????????) Chapter 4: Chinese Tea Drinking Customs (??????????) Chapter 5:
How to Taste Chinese Tea (??????????) Chapter 6: Tapping Table to Say "Thank you"
(?????????"??") Chapter 7: Chinese Tea Ceremony (????????) Chapter 8: Tea Ceremony
Equipment (????????) Chapter 9: Six Major Tea Types in China (??????????) Chapter 10:
Black Tea (??????) Chapter 11: Green Tea (???????) Chapter 12: Oolong Tea (????????)
Chapter 13: Yellow Tea (???????) Chapter 14: Dark Tea (???????) Chapter 15: White Tea
(???????) Chapter 16: Pu''er Tea (????????) More books are available on the author''s
homepage: https://amzn.to/2ZnR4cg
in the book written by an Italian, master of Chinese tea art, the Chinese tea culture is
discussed, as well as the tea ceremony, indicating which tools are needed, the various uses,
the main steps of the ceremony with more than 60 different types of tea, in all seven
categories, such as white, red, black, yellow, green tea etc., also specifying the water
temperature and the infusion time.
The Ancient Art of Tea is a delightful look at the philosophy, history, and culture of tea in
China. The health benefits of tea, from green teas to white, oolong and black teas, are well
known in our world today. How to create the perfect, healthy cup of tea is a process few people
genuinely understand, making The Ancient Art of Tea a needed guide for tea lovers. Making a
perfect cup of tea is a dynamic process that requires the right environment, clear spring water,
a suitable fire to boil water, skill in steeping tea, and deep understanding of tea
connoisseurship. From a variety of ancient tea books comes a broader perspective and deeper
insight into the topics that surround the tea drinking experience. The ancient Chinese held tea
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and the various types of tea in high regard for its medicinal and rejuvenating properties. They
prized the teas that grew high in the mountains, in crags and crevices in the rocks. They
believed that tea was best brewed with pure, clean, mountain spring water, and that fire should
be from clean and natural sources since properly heated water would define the subtle tastes
of the tea. Using the proper utensils enhanced the taste and experience of tea drinking. And
they believed that where you had your tea, along with the people with whom you shared the
experience, all determine the value of the tea. The Ancient Art of Tea contains vital information
to assist tea drinkers in their quest for yet another pot of delicious tea. This book teaches the
two fundamental secrets to tea as practiced in ancient China—technique and taste. These
exemplify some of the basic concepts of the philosophy of tea, which greatly enhances tea
enjoyment. Not only an exhaustive source of tea knowledge, The Ancient Art of Tea is also a
significant volume in the study of Chinese tea and is sure to become a classic in itself.
Tea and wine have a long history in China. In fact, both have become firmly entrenched in the
culture and customs of the Chinese people, featuring prominently in the traditional rites of
ancestral worship and in social situations. Discover the origins and varieties of tea and wine,
and learn about: * Famous Chinese teas and wines * The etiquette and methods for preparing
and serving tea and wine * The health-giving properties of tea and wine * Unique customs
practised among the minority peoples in China * Interesting facts and ancient stories relating to
tea and wine Not only will this book entertain and inspire, it will enrich your understanding of
the Chinese culture!
An illustrated introduction to the ancient culture of tea in China and its popularisation around
the world.
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Teahouses of Chengdu is a photographic series focusing on Chinese tea culture, which
examines both traditional Chinese teahouses, as well as more modern versions of them.
Inspired by memories of drinking tea with my grandfather I hope to show that the tradition of
drinking tea in China is less about the actual tea and more about spending mindful time with
friends and family.
The Ancient Art of Tea is a delightful look at the philosophy, history, and culture of tea in
China. The health benefits of tea, from green teas to white, oolong and black teas, are well
known in our world today. How to create the perfect, healthy cup of tea is a process few people
truly understand, making The Ancient Art of Tea a needed guide for tea lovers. Making a
perfect cup of tea is a dynamic process that requires the right environment, good spring water,
a suitable fire to boil water, skill in steeping tea, and deep understanding of tea
connoisseurship. From a variety of ancient tea books comes a broader perspective and deeper
insight into the topics that surround the tea drinking experience. The ancient Chinese held tea
and the various types of tea in high regard for its medicinal and rejuvenating properties. They
prized the teas that grew high in the mountains, in crags and crevices in the rocks. They
believed that tea was best brewed with pure, clean, mountain spring water, and that fire should
be from clean and natural sources since properly heated water would define the subtle tastes
of the tea. Using the proper utensils enhanced the taste and experience of tea drinking. And
they believed that where you had your tea, along with the people with whom you shared the
experience, all determine the value of the tea. The Ancient Art of Tea contains vital information
to assist tea drinkers in their quest for yet another pot of delicious tea. This book teaches the
two fundamental secrets to tea as practiced in ancient China—technique and taste. These
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exemplify some of the basic concepts of the philosophy of tea, which greatly enhances tea
enjoyment. Not only an exhaustive source of tea knowledge, The Ancient Art of Tea is also a
very important volume in the study of Chinese tea and is sure to become a classic in itself.
This volume contains the history and legends of the most famous teapot in China, the Yixing
teapot: discover the properties and secrets of Yixing clay. It showcases over 60 of the most
beautiful Yixing teapots, the works of some of the best known master craftsmen, in splendid fullcolor photography, and debunks some common myths about tea drinking, among them that tea
tastes better in tiny red pots! It also guides you on the best ways to make tea, from selection of
the right material to handling the preparation itself. The author takes the reader through the
process of comparative testing with different teapots and different teas. His method, knowledge
and experience will help you make the best choice, and get the best fragrance and taste out of
your own teapots. Beautifully designed, this previous album is a definitive treat for all tea-lovers
and collectors.
BACK IN STOCK! This book relates the rich story of Chinese tea and tea culture in terms of
the origin of tea, its history, the methods and customs of drinking tea and tea drinking vessels.
It explains the Chinese tea ceremony in depth and introduces the colourful teahouse culture,
along with legends, literature and art closely connected with tea.
Ben shu bao kuo chuan yue shi kong de cha xiang, Jia yin chu shen shan, Qing ya de cha shi,
Cha ren yu cha dian, Zong heng cha zhi lu, Ming cha wei you zhang, Qi miao cha xiang, Cha
shan yi wei deng nei rong.
Written by a top Chinese tea master, a guide with over two hundred full-color photos and
illustrations looks at the evolution of tea through the ages and includes information on the most
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popular Chinese teas, how to select them, the utensils used for brewing and presenting, tea
philosophy, and more.
??????????, ????, ????, ?????????????????????????.?????????????,
?????????????????????, ?????????, ??????????????????, ???????????.???????????,
?????????????????????, ?????"????"?????, ???????????.
"The purpose of this study was to explore how demographic and motivational factors influence
tea-drinking behaviors, tea cultural perceptions, and expectations on tea tourism. Few
research studies on tea tourism have been published in English literatures. This study
reviewed related literatures in both English and Chinese, to integrate the body of knowledge of
tea culture and tourism, contribute to understanding and transmission of tea cultures, and
promote communications between English and Chinese tea tourism studies. The researcher
surveyed a total of 246 university faculty in U.S, China and Taiwan, using convenience
sampling methods. The survey contained questions in four categories: tea drinking behaviors,
tea cultural perceptions, attitudes, motivations and expectations of tea tourism, and
demographics including country of residence, age, gender, education, annual income, and selfreported cultural backgrounds. Data collection procedure was conducted through an online
surveying tool, Qualtrics, using web-based surveying methodology. Data were analyzed
through Statistical Package for the Social Sciences© version 18.0. This study had five major
findings in: (a) tea drinking behavioral profile, (b) the relation between demographic factors and
tea drinking behaviors, (c) the relationship between tea drinking behaviors and tea culture, (d)
the influence of cultural backgrounds on tea cultural perceptions, and (e) the factors influencing
tea tourism expectations. Based on the conclusions, recommendations were made for future
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research and tea related practical sectors."--Abstract from author supplied metadata.
China's tea culture introduces types of Chinese tea, advantages of tea-drinking, and tea
production, and tea-producing areas.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
Guide to the highly popular Yixing style of Chinese pottery

Tea and Chinese CultureLONG RIVER PRESS
"Since the 1980s, China has developed a broader and deeper connection with
the world. One of the most intriguing aspects of Chinese culture is its rich cuisine
and fascinating cooking. China is a nation with a long history of food culture, and
food has become an essential part of Chinese culture. This book tells in sprightly
and straightforward language about the structure of traditional Chinese food, food
customs for festivals and celebrations in China, Chinese dining etiquette,
traditional food and cooking methods, healthy and medicinal diets, as well as
historical exchanges of foods between China and other nations. It can present to
the readers a complete and truthful picture of the summarized history and culture
of Chinese food."-This book introduces the reader to the intrinsic Chinese cultural experience
associated with tea. Traditionally called Cha Dao, or the Dao of Tea, it is the
harmony of tea, water, utensils, preparation, environment and conversation to
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create the perfect moment-a moment that can last for hours. A skilled pourer of
tea creates the moment without standing in the middle of it. The moment belongs
to the fragrance and taste of the tea, the atmosphere of 'tea friends' coming
together, a moment outside the hecticness of daily life.
With over 120 stunning color photographs and illustrations, Chinese Tea is an
exploration of this treasured beverage in China. An excellent companion for
those who have an interest in Chinese tea and its rich traditions. Learn about the
history of Chinese tea, the 10 most popular Chinese teas and the philosophies
and wisdom behind drinking tea. This book introduces the delicately crafted art of
the tea ceremony, and the etiquette of drinking tea at a traditional tea house. It
also teaches the reader how to prepare Chinese tea at home, along with touching
upon the health benefits of tea. Chinese Tea offers: A practical guide to the most
popular Chinese teas, and an overview of the utensils used to brew the perfuect
cup of tea An introduction to the Tao of Chinese Tea An explanation of the art of
tea, which shows how tea drinking can be regarded as a representation of the
oriental culture The health benefits of drinking tea
??????,?????????????,????????;???????;???????;??????????????????????????
?????
This distinctive and enlightening book explores development of tea drinking in
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China, using tea culture to explore the profound question of how Chinese have
traditionally expressed individuality. By linking tea to individualism, Bret Hinsch s
deeply researched book makes an original and influential contribution to the
history of Chinese culture."
????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????……???????????????????
???
Examines the importance of Japanese tea culture and the ways in which it has
evolved over the centuries, with photographs and detailed explanations of the
Tea Culture of Japan exhibit organized by the Yale University Art Gallery.
The Second Edition of master tea merchant Roy Fong's classic The Great Teas
of China has been thoroughly revised, rewritten, and re-edited, with significant
new material added, particularly around water, teaware, and the brewing
process. Fong also included more memories, anecdotes, and photographs from
over 30 years of travel and learning in China's tea regions. From hand-picked
white teas from Fu Ding and expertly crafted oolongs from Taiwan, to patiently
aged puerh from Yunnan and everything in between, Fong offers his insights on
choosing, brewing, and enjoying more than a dozen iconic Chinese tea varieties.
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Since 1993, Fong's Imperial Tea Court in San Francisco has been educating and
inspiring tea enthusiasts, who visit from all over the world to enjoy America's
finest selection of Chinese tea. The Great Teas of China is a very personal and
accessible introduction to contemporary connoisseurship of Camellia sinensis,
the flowering perennial at the heart of Chinese culture for thousands of years.
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